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1.1 Bilingualism in general

Although a large proportion of the world’s population nowadays uses two or more languages in their daily lives, most of the early research in the field of language acquisition concentrated on speakers of a single language. This fact doesn’t necessarily imply that, when looking at bookshelves in libraries, books entitled ‘Monolingualism’ exist (Leigh, 2001). On the contrary, ‘bilingualism’, although seen as a phenomenon that diverges from the norm, has been and is still studied by researchers from various scientific areas, such as linguists, psychologists, sociologists, pedagogues, and neurolinguists. This continuing level of interest confirms that the event of mastering two or more languages is an intriguing state of affairs. 

With the social and educational stigma that accompanied bilingualism disappearing in the second half of the 20th century, interest in bilingualism and bilingual children and adults rapidly increased and this language group has been extensively studied, especially in the past thirty years. If we search the Internet for entries on the term ‘monolingualism’, we will get plenty of negative notions surrounding people or whole nations speaking only one language. Somehow, bilingualism and multilingualism are becoming the standard in this multicultural world where people travel, immigrate and intermarry more than ever, producing very diverse demographics. 

Researchers investigating various aspects of bilingual behaviour face a range of challenges. There exist many differences between the bilingual and monolingual speakers that researchers must be vigilant about when embarking on a study of this language group. To begin with, bilinguals are not considered as two monolinguals in one, but as a specific group with its own set of attributes (Grosjean, 1992). Researchers can’t apply the same criteria applied to monolinguals when investigating bilingual speakers. Many more factors typically associated with bilingualism speak, among other things, of the variation found among the bilingual speakers themselves. Below I will mention only some of the many aspects typically associated with bilingualism: 

a) Age of initial exposure to both languages. It is widely accepted that simultaneous language acquisition of two languages is the case when the child is introduced to the two languages from birth. Usually these children come from parents with different native languages. De Houwer (1990) suggests the term Bilingual First Language Acquisition (BFLA) for this type of simultaneous acquisition. Another type of bilingualism observed is successive bilingualism, which refers to successive exposure to two languages, one from birth and the other in the following years. The upper age limit for acquiring the second language has been discussed in the literature, with some researchers suggesting the age of three to be the cut off point (Meisel, 2007). However, consensus has not yet been reached. Recently, more studies have been carried out investigating the effects of successive bilingual acquisition. Several sensitive phases have been proposed, “each offering an optimal period for the integration of the new information into developing grammar” (Meisel, 2007). The optimal age is considered to be different for syntax, morphology and phonology. 

b) Competence. As speakers mature linguistically, they develop competence in the languages spoken that can vary from individual to individual. The speaker can handle one of the languages better than the other one, which imposes problems when the languages are investigated. Whether the speaker will handle both languages equally depends on various factors, internal as well as external. Some factors include: personal or cultural underestimation of the minority language; unequal representation of the languages in the society; limited linguistic sources and circles for interaction in the minority language in the formative years of the individual; greater communicative needs for one of the languages; greater level of exposure to one of the languages; and age of initial exposure. These factors and many more, together or alone, contribute to the degree of proficiency that the bilingual individual will achieve: it can range from purely receptive competence in one of the languages, to native-like performance in both (Finnegan-Ćatibušić, 2006). However, even the native-like bilingual speakers often have one dominant language, and the balanced bilinguals are “the exception and not the norm” (Grosjean, 1982, p.235). 

c) Participants. Bilinguals, even more so than monolinguals, show diversity in their linguistic behaviour. Their patterns of use, levels of competence, and the circumstances in which they acquired the two languages can significantly vary from bilingual to bilingual speaker. This imposes further difficulties for researchers trying to investigate homogenous groups of bilinguals. 

d) Language mode and context. Grosjean (1998) discusses the language mode as a factor that has been overlooked in some studies in the past. Bilinguals find themselves in a certain language mode depending on the situation, the topic discussed, the person they are speaking to, the purpose of the interaction and so on. The mode ranges from a totally monolingual mode, when the interlocutors are monolingual, to a fully bilingual mode, when the bilingual interacts with people who know both languages. This can be an additional issue that researchers have to control when conducting a study. 

Despite the challenges bilingual speakers impose on researchers, it is of little surprise why these days more and more researchers dedicate themselves to exploring bilingual behaviour. A bilingual learner/speaker offers an invaluable insight into the processes of simultaneous language acquisition, his language processing mechanisms and strategies, as well as being a unique example of how a brain that accommodates two languages functions. Studying bilingualism from a linguistic perspective offers a unique opportunity to investigate universal mechanisms involved in language acquisition, as well as to take a glimpse at how the two developing linguistic systems interact with one another (Serratrice, 2000 as quoted in Argyri, 2005). Bilingualism is viewed as one of the most promising areas of inquiry in cognitive science (Leigh, 2001). 

As mentioned before, bilingualism has been the subject of investigation by scientists from different fields of research. In this study I will concentrate on the linguistic research carried out on bilinguals and bilingualism and its outcomes.

1.2 Linguistic studies on bilingualism

Along with the other type of studies investigating various aspects of bilingual behaviour, the number of linguistic studies has grown rapidly in the past thirty years as researchers investigate bilinguals’ development and control over the three main elements of their languages: the phonology, morpho-syntax and lexicon. In the studies two areas have been given extensive attention:

1. Differentiation between the languages: 	
2. Crosslinguistic influence within the speaker.

The extent to which a bilingual speaker distinguishes between his or her languages was the subject of early research in bilingualism. The existence of one or two grammars in the bilingual speaker, further on, imposed the question of differences as well as similarities between the monolingual and bilingual acquisition of languages. With the emergence of the studies carried out by Hulk and Müller (2000, 2001) among others, attention has shifted towards areas affected by a certain degree of influence, and recent research concentrates on the causes of that influence.





1.3 Structure of the study












This chapter deals with previous research on bilingual learners and speakers and presents the current views on two questions that have received most attention lately. I will outline the subjects that have been the centre of investigation through studies dealing with language differentiation and language influence. The theories surrounding the questions will be discussed, as well as the current views on language differentiation and influence. Several reasons for the existence of crosslinguistic influence will be mentioned.  

2.2 Differentiation between the languages 

Many of the early studies on bilingualism addressed the question of whether a child who is acquiring two languages at the same time differentiates between them from the very beginning and to what degree. Two hypotheses have been proposed and elaborated in the last three decades. I will have a look at them separately in the sections that follow.

2.2.1 The one-system hypothesis

The, so called, ‘one-system hypothesis’ is based on the claim that in the beginning of their simultaneous acquisition of two languages, children develop an undifferentiated, unitary processing system that starts to separate only later in their linguistic development. Beginning from the late 70’s, when more extensive analyses on children’s speech started to be carried out, language mixing was defined and used as evidence to claim the existence of one linguistic system in early child bilingualism.  The studies from these early days concentrated on investigating separate aspects of language, such as phonology, lexicon and morpho-syntax.

Redlinger & Park’s (1980) study on the languages of four two-year-old bilingual children followed over a period of few months, considered the system to be unitary on the basis of the lexicon. They noted that in the early developmental stages a bilingual child uses words from language A and language B in mixed constructions. This initial mixed stage in language production decreases over time, as the linguistic development advances. Although they admit that their findings can be a result of a mixed input from one or both of the parents, what Redlinger & Park fail to mention is that the words used in the mixed utterances usually do not have translation equivalents. This means that the bilingual child is simply using what is out there, at his/her disposal (Deuchar & Quay, 1998), hence the early stages of linguistic development show a mixed lexicon. The mixing of the two lexicons, typical for the earliest stages, gradually ceases as the child learns the equivalents in both languages.

Lindholm and Padilla’s (1978) study on language mixing also looked at the lexicons of five Spanish/English bilinguals between the ages of 2;10 and 6;2. They found that overall a small percentage (2%) of the utterances contained mixes, and they were predominantly nouns. Their analysis revealed that the bilingual children employed language mixes either when they lacked the lexical entry in the appropriate language or chose the more salient term. At the same time the structural consistency of the utterances was maintained. 

Although the one-system hypothesis was mainly based on findings from the early bilingual lexicons, there were other researchers – proponents of this hypothesis – who examined the syntax and syntactic rules used by bilingual children in the early stages of simultaneous language acquisition. Analysing several bilingual subjects aged between 1 and 4, Volterra & Taeschner (1978) distinguished three stages in the bilingual development: 

I) 	The first stage involves one lexical system with words from both languages. Like Lindholm & Padilla before, Volterra & Taeschner noted that the children lacked a corresponding word in the other language, and resorted to mixing the lexicons. 
II)	The second stage is characterized by appearance of two lexical systems, but the bilingual children apply the same syntactic rules to both languages. 
III)	In the third stage, both the lexical and syntactic systems get separated and the children stop mixing. The syntax is the part that separates the last, and only after the separation of both the lexicon and the syntax can we talk about a bilingual speaker in real sense. 

However, Volterra & Taeschner’s study was later criticized for the methodology used, as well as the empirical evidence obtained, to claim the three stages through which a bilingual learner passes. Equally, all the studies mentioned above that favour a single linguistic system in bilingual beginners, as well as some other studies not mentioned here, were later found to be incorrect in their main tenet. The claims over the existence of a dual system are discussed below. 

2.2.2 The two-system hypothesis

Later research on early bilingual acquisition challenged the one-system hypothesis and dismissed its central belief. Regarding the early mixed lexicons, analysis on this part of the early languages revealed that the mixed lexicons before the age of 2 are not a sign of one linguistic system in the early bilingual, but where they do exist, it is because of ‘paucity of lexical resources’ (Deucher & Quay, 1998) and ‘functional separation’ of the early linguistic experience (Pearson, Fernandez & Oller 1995). As mentioned before, the mixed lexicons are explained as the only option for the bilingual child who has not yet acquired the corresponding lexeme, or for convenience, opts out for the more salient option. Genesee (1989) criticised the early studies on methodological grounds as well, proposing ‘context’ to be taken into account when measuring language differentiation (Argyri, 2005). Positive evidence for the one-system hypothesis would be if the child used mixed utterances regardless of context. 

Concentrating on the morpho-syntactic mixing found in the study by Volterra & Taeschner (1978), Meisel (1989) put forward some theoretical problems related to the definition of the second stage, when, as they claim, one syntax is applied to both languages. Apart from the stage not being exactly defined, ‘socio-psychological factors’ seem responsible for the syntactic transfer found. Namely, one child for who Volterra & Taeschner claimed showed a single syntactic system, had actually had more contact with one of the languages at the time of the alleged stage two, as Meisel revealed. This has naturally influenced her in her preference for one of the languages. As other factors responsible for possible transfer, Meisel mentioned ‘dominance’ of one language over the other, mixed input, social biases and many others that need to be controlled for when embarking on a bilingual research. 

Looking at monolingual child language research, and taking into consideration the assumption that initially the child language is organised according to ‘semantic-pragmatic principles’ (Meisel, 1989, p.351), Meisel also takes these factors into account when discussing the morpho-syntactic mixing. Bilingual children, like monolinguals, rely on ‘the pragmatic mode of language processing’ prior to the acquisition of syntax. The differentiation of the languages in a bilingual child corresponds with the onset of the syntax, i.e. the emergence of functional categories. Meisel noticed that after the instantiation of the functional categories, the differentiation between the languages is present. For that reason, prior to that stage, morpho-syntactic mixing in early bilingualism can not exist in a first place. 

The findings in Meisel’s (1989) study lend strong support for the claim that it is indeed possible for the two morpho-syntactic systems to develop separately from early on in an individual acquiring two languages. Similar findings by Genesee, Nicoladis & Paradis (1995) reveal that, prior to the emergence of the functional categories, the bilingual children they studied (aged between 1;10 and 2;2), although prone to code-mixing due to dominance and parental mixing, were capable of differentiating between the languages from the earliest stage of language acquisition.  The study by Paradis & Genesee (1996) equally found the same results. They analysed three French/English bilingual children between the ages of 1;11 and 3;3, and concentrated on language differentiation after the age of 2. The results indicated no evidence of transfer, delay or acceleration in the acquisition of the examined grammatical properties in the two languages. 

To summarize, at present, the prevailing opinion among the researchers in bilingualism holds that from the onset of the acquisition process, the language systems of the bilingual child develop independently on every level.

2.3 Recent research on bilingualism: crosslinguistic influence

Although the development of the two languages in a bilingual child is now widely accepted to be independent, recent research has concentrated on refining the hypothesis and developing it even further. Namely, researchers have investigated the possibility of influence from one language onto the other in certain subcomponents of the grammar naturally prone to crosslinguistic influence (Hulk & Müller, 2000). Many investigations have been made on the subject of the extent and nature of interactions between the two developing systems (Argyri, 2005). The findings have indicated that the crosslinguistic influence should not be taken as mixing, but as a means of coping with the complex input (Hulk & Müller, 2000) that involves processing different aspects of the language at the same time.

The studies on crosslinguistic influence have indicated influence in the syntactic, morphological and phonological domains. These discoveries have been used to argue the limits and sources of that influence in the bilingual child (Paradis & Navarro, 2003). While some researchers claim the structural properties of the languages acquired to be responsible for the crosslinguistic influence, others argue for the role of language dominance. There are also researchers who assert that crosslinguistic influence happens as a consequence of a combination of both factors. Lately, another reason behind the crosslinguistic influence has been put forward: the different processing strategies used by bilinguals and monolinguals (Avrutin, 1999, Clahsen & Felser, 2006).  

In investigating what structural domains are particularly prone to crosslinguistic influence, some researchers have discovered that an overlap between certain surface forms in the input may lead to difficulties differentiating them and to a subsequent interaction between the languages. Researchers, such as Müller (1998), have explored the possibilities why such areas are particularly susceptible to crosslinguistic influence. Focusing on word order in German (which lends itself to more than one analysis), Müller has discovered that the ambiguous input with which a bilingual child is faced forces him/her to use transfer as a relief strategy. Namely, a German child encounters two word orders in learning the language: in German a finite verb appears final in a subordinate clause, although not always. Therefore the child faces ambiguous input. If the child is bilingual and the other language – whether it’s English, French or Italian – does not have such ambiguity, the child will be presented with a puzzle of what order to prefer. This may lead the bilingual child to transfer features from the language with the unambiguous input (English, French or Italian) into the one with ambiguous input (German) and use the word order found in both languages. 

Similar results were found in Dopke’s (1998) study, who also examined the word order, in particular verb placement in three bilingual German/English children, aged between 2 and 5. Whith German allowing V_XP as well as XP_VP order, and English only V_XP order, there is a partial overlapping in the structures, responsible for the structural preference of the bilinguals: V_XP was used by the bilinguals in non-target-like German constructions under the influence of English. The presence of V_XP in English strengthened the V_XP cue available in German and, as Dopke concluded, the inter-language cue competition in German resulted in non-target structures in the young bilinguals’ German and crosslinguistic influence from English onto German. Dopke emphasizes the cue competition as a driving force in the bilingual language acquisition and considers the complexity of the dual input to be responsible for the degree of crosslinguistic influence found in early bilingual development. 

Some more recent studies have refined the question of domains vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence to a finer detail. Hulk & Müller (2000) and Müller & Hulk (2001) investigated the interface levels between syntax and other cognitive systems, and found that in the area of syntax, the C(omplementiser)-domain has been identified as a locus responsible for the crosslinguistic influence. This domain is related to the left periphery of the sentence and includes syntactical phenomenon such as topicalisation, verb-second and complementizers (Platzack, 2001). The C-domain is in charge of the anchoring of syntax to discourse pragmatics (Argyri & Sorace, 2007).

A speaker dealing with syntactic as well as pragmatic information must coordinate both, something the early bilinguals have a difficulty with. It has been noted that, apart from bilinguals, the C-domain instigates problems in other subject groups as well, such as aphasiacs, young monolinguals, children with Specific Language Impairment and adult L2 learners (Platzack, 2001).

The syntax-pragmatic interface is the least understood among interfaces and lately it has received much attention. A linguistic structure involves both parts of the interface if it requires integration of both – the syntactic and pragmatic knowledge. In their hypothesis, Hulk & Müller (2000) and Müller & Hulk (2001) proposed that, in addition to the idea that the syntax/pragmatics interface is one locus for crosslinguistic influence, one more condition must be fulfilled: the structure in question must partially overlap at the surface level in the input of both languages (Unsworth, 2003). What this means is that the child will be presented with competing evidence where language A will allow two possible grammatical analyses of a construction, which in the input of  language B will have only one analysis. The child will somehow equate the options and the influence in this case will be carried out from language B to language A (Argyri & Sorace, 2007). 

Hulk & Müller (2000) and Müller and Hulk (2001) in their studies aimed to predict which syntactic phenomena in a given language will experience crosslinguistic influence. They examined object drop and root infinitives. The two structures relate to the C-domain, but differ in relation to whether they have overlapping structures in the two languages spoken by the bilinguals. The object drop relates to the C-domain, and shows overlapping of structures. The root infinitives, although they satisfy the first condition, i.e. they involve the interface between syntax and pragmatics, do not have overlapping structures in the two languages spoken by the bilinguals. 

Their subjects were speakers of a Germanic language (German and Dutch) and a Romance language (Italian and French). The Germanic languages allow for object drop when the object is a topic, while the Romance languages don’t. Instead they either front it or use a clitic. This is an ambiguous piece of evidence for the bilingual child who might get the impression that Romance languages allow object drop as well. Comparing the bilingual data of object drop with data obtained from monolingual speakers of German, Dutch, Italian and French, Müller and Hulk predicted that the Germanic languages will influence the Romance languages on this subject. Their hypothesis was confirmed and they found that the bilinguals did drop the object more frequently than their monolingual peers. They also found that the subject of the root infinitives, on the other hand, is not susceptible to crosslinguistic influence. 

Hulk and Müller argue that the crosslinguistic influence found is due to language-internal factors, and not to language-external ones, such as language dominance, as claimed by some researchers. The strategy of dropping objects is abandoned as soon as the C-domain becomes established in the languages of the bilinguals. 

Since Müller & Hulk’s formulation of the Interface Hypothesis, other studies on language acquisition and language loss have looked at the correlation between pragmatics and syntax. As Allen (2001) points in her reanalysis of Hulk & Müller’s work, it would have been beneficial if Müller and Hulk clearly stated the circumstances in which the omissions occurred, i.e. whether the omitted referents got excluded from the utterances when they were highly salient and known to both participants in the conversation. If the children who omitted the objects did that in pragmatically justifiable situations, as in her own study (Allen, 2000), then Hulk & Müller’s study opens more questions about the syntax/pragmatics interface. 

Two later studies investigated another syntactic construction vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence: the distribution of null and overt subjects in bilingual children speaking a null and a non-null subject language. This grammatical structure lies on the interface between the domains of syntax and pragmatics, and at the same time has a partial overlap in its realisation in the null and the non-null subject languages. While in English, a non-null subject language, there is a syntactic requirement to always use overt subject, in a null subject language, such as Spanish or Italian, an overt subject is optional. Because of a rich morphological system, these languages use overt subjects when there is focus or topic shift. On all the other occasions, the subject is omitted. As such, these two factors satisfy the conditions behind Hulk & Müller’s hypothesis, predicting crosslinguistic influence. 

Both studies discussed below took into consideration the shortcomings of Hulk and Müller’s studies, and focused on the pragmatic end of the interface, as well as the syntactic. 

Paradis & Navarro (2003) investigated the realization of subjects in one bilingual child of English and Spanish. They also looked at the role of linguistic input that this child was receiving, something that other studies before have not considered. Their results confirmed that a crosslinguistic influence has occurred from English onto Spanish, and the bilingual child used more overt subjects than her monolingual peers. As an additional factor contributing to the higher use of overt subjects in Spanish, they mention the altered linguistic input. The bilingual child they investigated was of parents with different native languages. One of the parents had resided away from the home country for a long time, which most probably contributed to attrition of her native language (Spanish) under the influence of the language of the environment (English). Paradis & Navarro do not conclude that this type of input is responsible solely for the crosslinguistic influence found, but mention that it should be taken into account in future studies.   

Having investigated both ends of the interface, Paradis & Navarro found that by the age of 2;6, when the child has already met the frequency of overt subjects in monolingual Spanish, her grasp of the pragmatic functions was still lagging behind. This is accounted for, by the authors, as evidence for crosslinguistic influence from English onto Spanish. 

Another study by Serratrice, Sorace and Paoli (2004) examined the area of subjects as realized in the speech of an English-Italian bilingual child. The subject of their study was expected to overgeneralise the use of third person pronominal subjects in Italian in pragmatically inappropriate contexts where null pronouns were required. Once again the authors confirmed that when such structures are acquired crosslinguistically, there is scope for osmosis between the languages. The rate of the overt subjects in pragmatically inappropriate contexts in Italian was significantly higher than the one of the monolingual peers. Serratrice et al further extended Hulk and Müller’s hypothesis and added that the crosslinguistic influence can happen even after the instantiation of the C-system. 

Argyri’s (2005) and Argyri & Sorace’s (2007) study was performed on older bilingual speakers of English and Greek, rather than learners. The study benefited from pure syntactic structures being investigated, as well as structures at the interface between syntax and pragmatics, in order to determine whether those structures will be equally vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence. The findings revealed a connection between language dominance and directionality of crosslinguistic influence: in the English-dominant group, influence was noticed from English into Greek, but not vice versa and not in the Greek-dominant group.  They also found that not all structures are vulnerable. One of the interface structure investigated (preverbal vs. postverbal subjects) showed vulnerability, and one didn’t (null vs. overt subjects). This last finding does not seem consistent with previous research; however, dealing with older bilinguals, as they suggest themselves, might have altered the results. The two pure syntactic structures under investigation showed discrepancy as well: one of them was vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence (subjects in ‘what’ embedded clauses) and the other one (object clitics) wasn’t. The explanation Argyri & Sorace offer as a motivation for crosslinguistic influence lies in the level of processing: bilinguals might be relying on surface input and employing more shallow processing strategies when dealing with such complex structures than the monolinguals do.

There are many more studies dealing with the question of crosslinguistic influence and testing other structures. Some of them include other language pairs and expand the hypothesis or discuss the sources of influence. An overview of some of them, related to the domains of investigation in this study, is given in chapter 3. 











As discussed in chapter 1, the phenomenon of bilingualism is not easy to define. The range of bilingual speakers is infinite in terms of their individual variability and degree to which they command the languages. Speakers can be active or passive bilinguals (Baetens Beardsmore, 1982), regarding the degree of production and/or perception of the language. The ‘balanced bilinguals’ are active bilinguals and are the most investigated type, although perhaps the rarest one (Grosjean, 1982). Balanced bilinguals have control over production, as well as comprehension, i.e. native-like competence in both languages. 

The main participant in this study is, to all appearances, a balanced, active bilingual speaker of Macedonian and English. I carried out no formal screening procedure or testing prior to the experiments. However the participant’s circumstances of growing up, as well as informal conversations with him and his friends, revealed no apparent irregularities in his Macedonian and English. 





The centre of the study, Jakov, is a 24-year-old bilingual speaker of English and Macedonian. Jakov was born in Skopje, Macedonia in 1983 of Macedonian-speaking parents. During his first two years of life, Jakov lived in Macedonia and was exposed to Macedonian only. Between his second and fourth birthday, Jakov’s family lived between Macedonia and Australia, spending parts of the year in Australia and parts in Macedonia. As of his fourth birthday his family decided to move permanently to Sydney, Australia.

Being a child of linguistically aware parents (a translator and a journalist), Jakov was raised speaking Macedonian at home, something his parents insisted on. Jakov used the language daily with his parents, the younger brother (born in Australia), relatives and friends of Macedonian origin. In addition, his parents had a good command of English, even before the immigration. Prior to the permanent move to Australia, Jakov’s contact with English was through many English-speaking family friends. As of his fourth year of age, when Jakov started attending nursery, English became the language of the community and he started using it on a daily basis. 

The community of Macedonians in Australia is fairly large, it numbers some 150,000 speakers (Hill, 1989), who have TV channels, newspapers and radio programmes in Macedonian. Most of these speakers have reported that Macedonian is the language of the home, English being used outside it. Jakov was raised in exactly those conditions, using both languages daily.

As for other languages, Jakov was taught Japanese in primary school for two years, from the age of 8 till the age of 10. In secondary school he took up French, of which he still has a certain command. Jakov has a university degree. 

At the time of this study, Jakov lives in Glasgow, Scotland with his wife who is a speaker of English only, but has some command of Macedonian and is actively learning the language. Jakov uses Macedonian to correspond with his family and friends from home, and with the Macedonian friends he has met in Scotland. He confirmed that he uses the language more or less on a daily basis. 

At the interview carried out prior to this study, Jakov reported that he considers himself to be a balanced bilingual. His friends who are native speakers of English, when interviewed on his language abilities, report no obvious difference between his English and theirs. Macedonian speakers equally report no apparent oddities in his Macedonian. Both his colloquial and his formal Macedonian appear regular. 

Jakov speaks Macedonian with a western Macedonian dialect, since both his parents come from the western part of the country. The standard Macedonian language is based on several dialects from the western dialectal subgroup and the grammar doesn’t differ from Jakov’s spoken language. He has shown on many occasions an ability to switch between his colloquial Macedonian and the standard variety, which is a proof that Jakov has developed into a highly linguistically aware speaker. 

All the experiments in this study were carried out in standard Macedonian.  

Jakov’s performance on the Macedonian structures was compared with the results obtained from ten control subjects, all monolingual speakers of Macedonian. The only English structure tested in this study was examined against ten English monolingual control subjects. The Macedonian-speaking controls fall in the age group between 19;4 and 30;1 (mean age: 26;8). The English-speaking control subjects range from 21;1 to 33;10 (mean age: 26;6).

3.3 The domains of investigation 

Grammatical subjects have been a centre of interest in many studies carried out in the past few decades.  The discipline of developmental linguistics has examined the omission and overuse of subjects in the speech of two to three-year-old children, L2 learners, near-native speakers of L2, bilingual speakers, as well as atypical speakers. Many theories and arguments for the causes surrounding this phenomenon have been proposed. In this study I don’t intend to elaborate on the various views on subject realisation, but to concentrate on those researches that concern bilinguals only.  

All structures tested in Jakov’s Macedonian and English relate to the domain of grammatical subjects. Three Macedonian and one English structure were the target of investigation. Below I discuss the questions addressed in this study and give brief descriptions of the structures investigated, as realised in Macedonian and English.
 
3.3.1 Overt vs. null subjects

Macedonian is a null-subject language that, like other null subject languages, allows omission of the subject​[1]​. A rich inflectional system is used to indirectly express the person and number of the omitted argument. The omission happens when the subject is coreferential with a prominent topic antecedent, a characteristic found in other languages as well. Using overt subjects in Macedonian sentences, on the other hand, signifies the introduction of new information, emphasis or change of topic (Minova- Gjurkova, 1994). 

English, on the other hand, never omits subjects. Since the language contains an impoverished inflectional system, it would be impossible to recover the person or number of the subject if dropped (Haegeman, 2000). The distribution of the pronominal subjects in English is not based on discourse principles, but on purely syntactic ones. 

3.3.1.1 Previous research on pronominal subjects

Bilingual speakers and their use of null/overt pronominal subjects have been extensively studied in the past decade. Previous research on young bilinguals speaking a null and a non-null language has highlighted that, under the influence of the non-null language, bilinguals’ null-language often has a higher proportion of overt subjects than the language of their monolingual peers. Below I concentrate on studies directly related to this question.

Paradis and Navarro’s (2003) longitudinal study investigated the spontaneous speech of one bilingual Spanish-English child from the age of 1;9 to 2;6 years and compared it to two monolingual Spanish peers and to adult speakers. The researchers also coded for pragmatics and noted whether the overt pronouns used denoted new information, emphasis, low informativeness etc. Their findings showed a different rate of the subject development in the speech of the bilinguals from that of monolinguals and adult speakers. Namely, the bilinguals lagged behind in the acquisition of subjects, and also showed a different pattern of acquisition. When the frequency of null/overt subjects evened out in due course, the bilinguals’ discourse still lagged behind: they used overt subjects in Spanish inappropriately. Paradis & Navarro concluded that crosslinguistic influence from English onto Spanish was responsible for the overuse of pragmatically inappropriate overt subjects in Spanish. 

One of the questions central to this study was the role of input: where do the overt subjects come from? Paradis and Navarro argue that the non-native input plays a certain role. The child’s mother provided input that differed from that of a monolingual speaker of Spanish residing in a Spanish-only speaking country and she already carried crosslinguistic influence in her language. However, Paradis & Navarro conclude that the data collected is not sufficient to confirm the motive behind the crosslinguistic influence found in their subject. They speculate on the existence of other causes beside the input, such as internal, psycholinguistic mechanisms, or a combination of both, operating together. 

Another study on the use of subjects in bilinguals, carried out by Serratrice, Sorace and Paoli (2004), examined the spontaneous speech of one Italian-English bilingual child (1;10–4;6) and compared it to MLU-matched monolingual speakers of Italian and English. The aim of the study was again to test Müller and Hulk’s (2001) hypothesis. The predictions with respect to subject realization were the same as in Paradis & Navarro’s study, and so were the results. The child used overt subjects in pragmatically inappropriate situations to a significantly higher degree than his monolingual peers. 

While the main finding of this study, the distribution of the overt pronominal subjects, goes in favour of Muller and Hulk’s 2001 hypothesis, at the same time it also extends it: crosslinguistic influence can also be found after the instantiation of the C-system. It is very interesting that in the case of Serratrice et al’s participant, the use of overt subjects in Italian did not occur before the C-system was in place, but after. Most of the overt pronominal subjects were third person pronouns.

Hacohen and Schaeffer’s (2005) longitudinal study of a girl between the ages of 2;10-3;4, simultaneously acquiring Hebrew and English, also found that their participant used overt subject in Hebrew in pragmatically inappropriate contexts more than her monolingual peers. At the last stage of examination, around the age of 3;4, the Hebrew/English speaking girl finally converged to an adult-like rate in her use of overt subjects in Hebrew.  

A recent study by Pinto (2006) further supports the results found thus far in the above studies. Investigating a longitudinal corpus of two Italian-Dutch bilingual children aged 1;9-4;1 and 2;9-3;9, Pinto concentrated on the superfluous third person subject pronouns in Italian and found that, beside the delay in acquiring the personal pronouns, especially the third person pronouns, their use by the bilinguals, when acquired, does not meet the monolingual target. The bilinguals overuse the overt subjects yet again.

Discussing the possible reasons behind these results, Pinto explains that the influence found of one language onto the other, in this study as well as the previous ones dealing with the syntax/pragmatics interface, is a natural consequence of the general principal of economy. “The child chooses an option that works for both languages and that costs less computational effort… She will select the analysis that comes closer to a universal pragmatic strategy” (Pinto, 2006, p. 339). Following Van Kampen’s (2004) maturational view, Pinto considers language development to be “a gradual process, strictly interacting with cognitive maturation and with the parallel development of pragmatic and processing competence” (Pinto, 2006, p.348). Bilinguals show problems with the pragmatic use of pronominal subjects at later stages as well as a result of computational overload and they choose the unmarked option of the two. 

A further study by Argyri (2005) tested the realisation of pronominal subjects in the languages of older bilingual speakers of Greek and English. Argyri (2005) worked with sixteen 8-year-old speakers of English and Greek residing in the UK and sixteen bilingual children of the same age and speaking the same languages, residing in Greece. Unlike most previous studies which have concentrated on younger bilinguals, Argyri chose to work with older children. At the same time she investigated the direction of crosslinguistic influence and the importance of language dominance by choosing bilinguals growing up and living in both countries.

Among other syntax/pragmatics interface structures (another of which will be considered separately below), Argyri tested for pragmatically inappropriate use of overt subjects in Greek. Like Italian, Greek is a null-subject language, which omits the pronominal subjects when possible and relies on the rich verbal morphology to recover the person, its number and gender. 

Contrary to the previous studies on similar topics, this study didn’t use longitudinal data, but specifically designed experiments, in order to control the contexts and investigate the aimed structures. Each structure was tested by two types of tasks: elicited production tasks, in order to make the participants construct the aimed structures, as well as acceptability judgement tasks, experiments aimed at comprehension and preference of the tested structures. Argyri tested for two types of structures: purely syntactic ones and structures that include pragmatic knowledge.

The obtained results from the production and acceptability judgement tasks differed. While in the production task all groups tested (English-dominant bilinguals, Greek-dominant bilinguals, Greek-monolingual children, Greek-monolingual adults) performed at ceiling level, i.e. did not use overt subjects in [-topic shift] contexts, the outcome of the acceptability judgement task was different. Argyri found a significant difference between the performance of the English-dominant bilinguals and that of the Greek-monolingual adults. However, because no difference was found between neither the bilingual and monolingual children, nor between the monolingual children and adults, the finding mentioned above was not used as evidence of crosslinguistic influence from English onto Greek. Argyri concluded that this domain is not vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence.  

3.3.1.2 Hypothesis and predictions regarding the use of pronominal subjects

Considering the fact that one of the languages spoken by the main participant in this study, Macedonian, is a null-subject language, which allows omission of the subject if coreferential with a prominent topic antecedent, and the other language, English, shows syntactic necessity in always using the subject overtly, this area is predicted to be vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence from English onto Macedonian. Following the previous studies where the participants used proportionally more overt subjects in pragmatically inappropriate situations while speaking the null-subject languages, it is reasonable to expect to find the same effect in Jakov’s Macedonian. However, bearing in mind the recent studies by Serratrice et al (2004), Pinto (2006), Hacohen and Schaeffer (2005) and Argyri (2005), especially the last two, I am cautious in my prediction and expect to find no crosslinguistic effects on the subject of overt pronouns in the Macedonian language of the 24 year-old Jakov. Nevertheless, I expect him to accept some test items with infelicitous overt subjects as correct, at least in the comprehension task.  

3.3.1.3 Methodology, materials and procedures in the experiments on overt subjects

In this study, two tasks were run on the question of the redundant use of overt subject: an elicited production task (production) and an acceptability judgement task (comprehension). With both, the main participant as well as the controls, the production task was carried out before the comprehension task. This was done in order to avoid revealing the aim of the experiment and to also avoid any priming effects that the acceptability judgement items might have had on the production tasks. A small time gap was given between the tasks for the participants to rest. Both tasks were run on a PC laptop with a 14 inch screen. The tasks were carried out in the home of the experimenter, where the participants were put in a separate room in order to minimize the external influences. The instructions were given in Macedonian for both tasks prior to the experiments. The production task was recorded on the PC using Nero WaveEditor. 

For the elicited production experiment, with the intention to make the participants produce sentences where a null subject would be appropriate and an overt one superfluous and pragmatically wrong, I replicated the method used in the study by Argyri (2005), with, of course, some differences. A picture book without narration was used. It contained various animal characters that performed different tasks and developed the story. The participants were given a few minutes prior to the experiment in order to familiarize themselves with the story. Afterwards they were shown questions starting with ‘why’ and concerning the characters of the story. They were instructed to read the question aloud and give an answer staring with ‘because’, as shown in (1): 

(1)	Question:	Zošto kameleonot     ima  crven zadnik? 
		Why  chameleon-the has  red     behind?
		“Why does the chameleon have a red behind?”

	Answer: 	Bidejќi ___  sedna     na svežo   bojadisana klupa.
  		Because ___ sat-3ps  on freshly painted       bench.
 		“Because (he) sat on a freshly painted bench.”
			
The questions were presented on slides in Microsoft PowerPoint format. Three trial questions were provided to familiarize the participants with the task. The main part of the experiment consisted of sixteen questions, ten of which were the target constructions, and six of which were fillers. The participants were allowed to use the picture book to remind themselves of the events in the story. Their responses were recorded. 

A list of the target questions and sample answers, as well as the fillers, is given in Appendix 1. 

The second task, the acceptability judgement experiment, consisted of ten test items and eight fillers. The items were again presented in Microsoft PowerPoint format, on eighteen slides and two trial slides were run prior to the experiment. Another picture book was used for this experiment, again with no narration. The participants were given few minutes to go through the pictures. The book was equally available to them during the experiment. Each slide had a question beginning with ‘why’ and referring to an event in the picture book. The participants were instructed to read the question aloud, and then click on the two icons on the slide. Each icon produced a recorded answer beginning with ‘because’. The answers were recorded by two different native speakers of Macedonian. The correct answer contained a null subject, referring to the character in the question, as exemplified in (2):

(2)	Question:	Zošto devojčeto napravi krila?
	          	Why   girl-the     made    wings?
		“Why did the girl make wings?”

	Answer 1: 	Bidejќi ___ sakaše   da leta.
		Because ___wanted to fly.
		“Because (she) wanted to fly.”

	Answer 2:	Bidejќi   taa  sakaše da leta. 
	           	Because she wanted to fly.

After reading the question and hearing the answers, the participants were instructed to mark their choice of answer on a separate sheet. 

The test items, as well as the fillers, are given in Appendix 1. 


3.3.2 Preverbal vs. postverbal subjects

Having analytical sentence architecture​[2]​, Macedonian allows a word order freer than that found in languages such as English. This characteristic allows a variety of combinations of the main sentence elements. Regarding the position of the subject (the main focus of this study), it has been noted that, if overt, the subject of the sentence may appear before or after the verb. The SV(O) is the unmarked word order of the main constituents in a Macedonian declarative sentence with a regular intonation, where the subject appears as topic and no constituent bears special sentential emphasis (focus). When VP appears initially, it becomes the focus of the sentence. The subject of the sentence in that case appears postverbally. This V+S is considered to be the marked order (Friedman, 1993). 

English, on the other hand, allows for the subjects to appear preverbally only and resorts to marking the focused elements by phonological means, i.e. by intonation (Argyri and Sorace, 2007)​[3]​. 

The availability of null pronominal subjects and postverbal subjects in a language is traditionally regarded as a direct consequence of the positive setting of the null subject parameter (Rizzi, 1982). The property of a language to licence a phonetically null pronominal element is considered to be a necessary condition for the availability of structures with an overt postverbal subject (Belleti, Bennati & Sorace, 2005). Recent research claims that this view is only partially correct, “since discourse factors also play a crucial role” (Belletti, Bennati & Sorace, 2005). The postverbal subjects are found to express new information if used in structures with transitive verbs. If the verb in the sentence containing a postverbal subject is unaccusative, then the subjects can be definite (and not carry new information) or indefinite. While in the first case it is the subjects that express new information, in the second case the whole sentence expresses new information (all-focus). The experiments in this study deal with all-focus contexts. 

The discourse factor, as mentioned several times in this study, is one of the main factors that contribute to the vulnerability of certain structures. Thus, the postverbal subjects found in languages such as Macedonian, Italian and Greek, among others, are considered potentially vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence. This is especially the case since besides depending on the discourse pragmatics, a partial overlap between the languages in question also exists.   

3.3.2.1 Previous research on pre/post verbal subjects 

Although to a lesser degree, the question of preverbal and postverbal subjects has also been studied before in connection with investigating the syntax/pragmatics interface vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence. In a study by Tsimpli, Sorace, Heycock and Filiaci (2004), the researchers tested the production and interpretation of preverbal/postverbal subjects, as well as null/overt subjects, by adult speakers of English as a second language, whose native Greek and Italian languages were under attrition. They predicted and found that, despite the regular use of their native languages, the near-native speakers of English started to show evidence of attrition of certain structures, namely ones that involve partial overlap between the languages and employ pragmatical knowledge. With regard to the position of the subjects postverbally, allowed in both Greek and Italian but not in English, Tsimpli et al found that the production of the preverbal structure increased in the Greek native speakers as a result of attrition. This finding is even more intriguing if we consider the canonical order of Greek, which is VS(O). Further on, Tsimpli et al also found that the choice between pre- and postverbal subjects in Italian seems to be determined by the definiteness of the subject. The Italian-speaking participants in their study tended to produce more postverbal subjects when the subject was indefinite. This property of the subject made no difference in Greek. 

As mentioned earlier, another research topic in Argyri’s (2005) study on older English/Greek bilinguals was the distribution of pre- and postverbal subjects in Greek. By setting up wide-focus contexts, Argyri was aiming at eliciting postverbal subjects in Greek, not allowed in English.

She predicted that the more rigid word order from English would influence the distribution of subjects in Greek and that the bilingual children would use preverbal subjects more than their monolingual Greek peers. The findings confirmed the prediction: effects were found in both production and comprehension tasks of the English-dominated bilinguals, who were significantly different from all other groups. The Greek-dominant bilinguals, on the other hand, were also significantly different from the Greek monolingual adults in the acceptability judgment tasks, but not different from the Greek children. The asymmetries found exposed that language dominance and directionality of crosslinguistic influence are related. 

Belletti et al’s (2005) study analyzed several structures related to the grammatical subjects in Italian and English. Among other constructions, they examined the production postverbal subjects by near-native speakers of Italian with English as a native language. Two tasks were set up in order to test two issues connected with the production of postverbal subjects. In one task, the researchers tested the production of postverbal subject with different verb type. Overall, across the different verb types (unergative, unaccusative, transitive), the near-natives preferred the preverbal subjects and their focalisation in situ.  In contrast, the native controls preferred the postverbal subjects more with all verb types.  In the second task, the production of postverbal definite and indefinite subjects was examined in all-focus contexts. Yet again, the near-natives preferred the preverbal subjects significantly more than the native speakers in both, the definite and indefinite condition. Regarding the definiteness, more indefinite subjects were used postverbally by both groups, the near-native and native speakers of Italian. 

3.3.2.2 Hypothesis and predictions regarding the pre/postverbal subjects

Since one of the languages spoken by Jakov, Macedonian, allows placement of the subject postverbally in predicate-focus contexts, and preverbally in no-focus situations, and the other language, English, doesn’t have this property but has only one word order for the sentence constituents, the postverbal structure is predicted to be vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence from English onto Macedonian. Following the previous studies where the participants used proportionally more preverbal structures in pragmatically inappropriate situations, it is reasonable to expect to find the same effect in Jakov’s Macedonian. Regarding the finding by Belletti et al (2005) that the definiteness of the subjects and the postverbal choice are related (i.e. more postverbal subjects were found to be indefinite), I expect to find the same effect in the constructions by the participants of this study. 

3.3.2.3 Methodology, materials and procedures used in the experiments on pre/postverbal subjects

In order to investigate the question of crosslinguistic influence found in Jakov’s use of pre/postverbal subjects, two tasks were run: an elicited production task and an acceptability judgement task. As with the previous structure investigated, the participants carried out the production task before the comprehension one, with a small gap of few minutes in between. The experiments were run on a PC laptop with a 14" screen in the home of the experimenter, where the participants were provided with appropriate conditions. The instructions were given in Macedonian for both tasks prior to the experiments. 

For the production experiment, I replicated the method used in the study by Tsimpli et al (2004), with a few differences. The experiment was presented to the participant in PowerPoint format. There were three trial items and sixteen experimental ones, six of which were fillers and ten target constructions. Each slide contained one experimental item, and the participants were given time to carry out the task before switching onto the next one themselves. The participants were told that there would be a sentence on each slide, starting with “Have you heard that yesterday/today/on Monday…”. The rest of the parts of the sentence would be scattered on the screen, (see example (3)) and their task would be to pronounce the news as if telling a friend something very surprising that has happened recently. Their responses were recorded using Nero WaveEditor. 

 (3)
                                                                                                                  izgorela                                                                                                      burnt down        Slušna      li      deka vo  ponedelnikot… ?                                Heard.2p part.   that  in  Monday…?                                         “Did you  hear that  on Monday…?                                                                               parlamentarnata zgrada		                                                             parliament-the building      		
				
	
The marked word order of example (3) is: 

 Slušna li deka vo ponedelnikot izgorela    parlamentarnata zgrada? 
					       V		         S
“Did you hear that on Monday burnt down the parliament building?”

All target sentences had all-focus contexts. Five of the sentences contained indefinite subjects, and five contained definite subjects. The aim was to test the use of preverbal and postverbal subjects generally, and to check the postverbal preference in connection to the definiteness of the subject.  
			
A list of the experimental items and expected responses, as well as the fillers, is given in Appendix 2. 

The acceptability judgement experiment consisted of ten test items and six fillers. The items were again presented in PowerPoint format on sixteen slides. Two trial slides were run prior to the experiment. The same sentences from the production experiment were used. The participants were asked to click on the two icons on the slide. Each icon produced a recorded answer, where the subject was either preverbal or postverbal. The answers were recorded by two different native speakers of Macedonian. As in the previous task, the participants were told to choose a question which they would ask a friend in a spontaneous conversation, as if informing them of a surprising event. 

After hearing the question, the participants were instructed to mark their choice of answer on a separate list. 

The test items, as well as the fillers, are given in Appendix 2. 

3.3.3 Forward and backward anaphora

The intralinguistic reference to an “entity already introduced in the discourse” (Safir, 2004, p.4), that can be intrasentential or intratexual, and widely referred to as endophora​[4]​, is one of the most discussed subjects in Generative Grammar. The central line of work in Generative Grammar held to the view that the distribution of anaphoric interpretations and their locality effects in natural languages are determined by universal principles (Safir, 2004). However, although very general anaphoric patterns are found across the world’s languages, differences are still present crosslinguistically and continue to be investigated by many researchers. 

The patterns of anaphora have proved to be a gripping topic for the cognitive scientists as well, since the interpretation of anaphora involves syntactic, semantic and pragmatic factors (Huang, 2000). Recent crosslinguistic research in particular has found that the intrasentential anaphora is dependent on pragmatics as much as on syntax.  

Taking that into account and considering that the languages tested in this study overlap in their realization of pronominal subjects, the anaphora resolution of the pronominal subjects could be another potential ground for testing crosslinguistic influence and the Interface Hypothesis. 

In this study I tested four types of anaphora in Jakov’s Macedonian, as well as two types in his English language. In Macedonian complex sentences, the subject of the subordinate clause, whether it’s overt or null, is coreferent with either the subject or the complement of the main clause. If the subordinate clause precedes the main clause, we have the backward type of anaphora. As mentioned, the subordinate clause can have a null or an overt subject. Both types are given in example (5) 

(5)	Dodeka taa/pro sedeše               na foteljata,        Ana i           čitaše           na Bojana.
	While she/pro   was sitting.3ps on armchair-the, Ana her.clit was reading to  Bojana. 
	“While (she) was sitting on the armchair, Ana was reading to Bojana.” 

On the other hand, if the subordinate clause follows the main clause, we are dealing with the forward type of anaphora. This type can also have a null or an overt subject which finds its antecedent in the subject or the complement of the main sentence. This is illustrated in example (6):
      
(6)	Vlatko go          pozdravi Goran dodeka toj/pro pušeše           vo gradinata.
	Vlatko him.clit greeted   Goran while    he/pro  was smoking in garden-the.
	“Vlatko greeted Goran while (he) was smoking in the garden.”


The English counterparts of the above sentences, interestingly enough, allow null subjects in the subordinate clauses. However, testing the interpretation of such backward and forward anaphora would be futile since undoubtfully the subject of the main clause is the antecedent of the omitted subject in the subordinate clause. For that purpose, while testing four different types of anaphora in Macedonian (Backward Overt – BO, Backward Null – BN, Forward Overt – FO, Forward Null – FN), in English only two types of anaphora were tested, BO and FO. The results were compared to those of ten monolingual control subjects.  

3.3.3.1 Previous research on anaphora resolution

Near-native speakers of a second language are yet another group of speakers whose grammars exhibit problems with processing multiple types of information involving the interface between syntax and pragmatics. As mentioned before, the Interface Hypothesis has also been found to apply to other domains of language development, such as language breakdown and atypical language learning (e.g. Avrutin, 1999), L1 attrition (e.g. Tsimpli et al, 2004, Montrul, 2004), near-native speakers, as well as the domain of this study, bilingual L1 learning.

In a recent study by Sorace & Filiaci (2006), native speakers of Italian were tested on interpretation of intrasentential anaphora and their results were compared to those obtained by native speakers of English who have learned Italian as adults and have reached a near-native level of proficiency. The two groups were presented with both types of anaphora, backward and forward, and were tested for null and overt subjects. The results showed that the near-natives didn’t have problems interpreting the referents of the null subjects. At the same time there was a difference between their preference for the overt subjects and the one of the native speakers. The difference was especially noticeable in the BO anaphora condition. Sorace and Filiaci conclude that although L2 speakers are capable of reaching a stage where they will have no problems with the narrow syntactic properties, the interface properties of a language involving syntax and another cognitive domain are more difficult or not fully acquirable. 

Belletti et al (2005) also tested the interpretation of forward and backward anaphora conditions of near-native speakers of Italian with English as a native language. Again the results demonstrated that the participants differed with respect to the overt subject pronouns. The near-natives interpreted the overt subjects as coreferential with the matrix subjects significantly more often than the native speakers of Italian. In the BO anaphora condition, while the third, extralinguistic referent was mainly chosen by the native speakers as coreferential with the overt subject, the near-natives opted for the matrix subject once again. 

Serratrice’s (2005) study of anaphora interpretation by older (8-years-old) bilingual Italian-English children, Italian monolingual children and Italian adult controls, attained similar results like the previous study on anaphora resolution: the three groups did not differ in respect of the interpretation of null subjects. The choice of antecedent for the overt subjects revealed bigger differences among the three groups of participants: the bilinguals preferred the subject significantly more than the other two groups of monolinguals. There was a significant difference between the monolinguals as well, with the children proffering the subject as an antecedent more often than the adults, although not as often as the bilinguals (review of study from Sorace & Filiaci, 2006). 

3.3.3.2 Hypothesis and predictions regarding the anaphora resolution

Considering the findings from previous studies on anaphora resolution, I am inclined to expect a degree of crosslinguistic effects in Jakov’s Macedonian. My hypothesis concerning the overt subjects is that I expect to find a discrepancy between Jakov’s choice of antecedent and the choice of monolingual speakers of Macedonian, at least in one of the conditions. With regard to the choice of antecedent for the null subjects in both anaphora conditions, I expect not to find any difference between Jakov’s choice of antecedent and the choice of monolingual Macedonian speakers.
     
The hypothesis regarding the interpretation of the English anaphora of overt subjects depends on the findings from testing the Macedonian anaphora. This experiment was created with an intention to test any potential crosslinguistic influence in the other direction. If no differences are found in the Macedonian anaphora, then I expect to find at least some problems interpreting the English overt anaphors. 

3.3.3.3 Methodology, materials and procedures used in the experiments on anaphora resolution

The experiments on Jakov’s interpretation of Macedonian and English anaphora were run separately, first the Macedonian experiment, and several days later the English one. Both experiments were run on a 14" screen laptop PC in the home of the experimenter, and were presented in PowerPoint format. As in the previous experiments, Jakov and the controls were provided with appropriate conditions. The instructions were given in Macedonian and English respectively, prior to the experiments.  

For the purpose of the experiments, and to match the sentences under investigation, special pictures were drawn, which presented two characters of the same sex, doing two actions at the same time, as in the examples (5) and (6) above. Two slides are given as illustration in Appendix 3. Each slide contained a sentence with backward/forward anaphora and null/overt subject, and two pictures A and B, on which the matrix subject or the complement of the main clause was performing the action from the subordinate clause. The participant was told to read the sentence and match it with one of the pictures, both of them or none. In neither of the experiments a third picture with an extralinguistic referent was included, for a purpose of simplicity and in order not to confuse the participants in their choice. I will elaborate on this subject in more detail in chapter 5. 

Both experiments had two trial slides each, prior to the main items being tested. The Macedonian experiment contained 35 experimental slides, 15 of which were fillers. The English experiment contained 24 experimental slides, 14 of which were fillers. After reading each sentence and deciding on the antecedent, the participants were told to mark their answer on a separate sheet of paper.














In this chapter I present the results obtained from six experiments performed on the main subject participant Jakov, as well as the Macedonian and English speaking controls. I discuss each domain of investigation separately on the information obtained from the results from both the production and comprehension tasks. The results of the anaphora resolution in Macedonian and English are considered individually and last. 

4.2 Overt vs. null subjects

The results from the production task on the use of null and overt subjects in Macedonian, both for Jakov and the ten controls, are given in Table 1. The results are given in percentages, and the mean scores of the controls are calculated. 

Table 1: Results from elicited production task on null vs. overt subjects in [–topic shift] contexts as obtained from Jakov and ten control subjects

						







As described in Chapter 3, the production task on null and overt subjects consisted of ten questions presented to the participants in relation to events from a picture book. In their answers, the participants were expected to avoid the overt subjects because of [-topic shift]. As seen from the figures, the main participant in this study, Jakov, performed at a ceiling level, avoiding the overt subjects in all ten sentences attempted.  So did most of the controls. The results were analysed using a chi-square test in order to check the level of significance between them​[5]​. As predicted, a significance value of .740 was found, and no significant difference was concluded between Jakov’s choice of subjects and the choices the Macedonian controls made. Both groups clearly preferred the null subjects in [-topic shift] contexts in language production. 

The results from the comprehension task on the use of null and overt subjects in Macedonian, both for Jakov and the ten controls, are given in Table 2. The results are again given in percentages, and the mean scores of the controls are calculated. 

Table 2: Results from acceptability judgement task on null vs. overt subjects in [–topic shift] contexts as obtained from Jakov and ten control subjects







Similarly to the production task on overt and null subjects, the comprehension task consisted of ten questions and two possible answers, one containing an overt subject and one null subject. Again the contexts were of [-topic shift] and the participants were expected to avoid the answers with overt subjects. The figures show that once more the main participant performed at ceiling level and avoided the overt subjects in all ten sentences. The controls gave similar results. A chi-square test was performed on the means of both groups and a significance value of .814 was found. No significant difference was concluded between the Jakov’s choice of subject type and the choices made by the controls. Again, both groups clearly preferred the null subjects in [-topic shift] contexts in language comprehension.

The results proved to be in line with the hypothesis proposed in chapter 3. In section 3.3.1.2 of that chapter I mentioned that I expected tolerance by Jakov of some sentences with infelicitous overt subjects in the comprehension task. That prediction yielded no results, since he performed perfectly in both tasks. Therefore, it can be concluded that the domain of null and overt subjects in this bilingual speaker wasn’t vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence from English onto Macedonian. The results correspond to the findings by Argyri (2005) on older bilingual speakers, and don’t match up the results obtained from earlier studies.  
 
 4.3 Preverbal vs. postverbal subjects

The results from the production task on the use of preverbal and postverbal subjects in Macedonian, both for Jakov and the ten controls, are given in Table 3. The results are given in percentages, and the mean scores of the controls are calculated. 

Table 3: Results from elicited production task on preverbal vs. postverbal subjects in all-focus contexts as obtained from Jakov and ten control subjects







As described in chapter 3, the production task consisted of ten scrambled sentences where intransitive verbs were used. The participants were expected to construct sentences in which the subject of the headline news follows the verb. Five of the target sentences contained indefinite subjects and the other five contained definite subjects. 

The chi-square test performed on the results found a significance level of .000, which demonstrates a difference between Jakov’s choice of answers and the choices the controls made. While the control group preferred the postverbal subjects, Jakov preferred the preverbal ones.  

The results from the comprehension task on the use of preverbal and postverbal subjects in Macedonian, both for Jakov and the ten controls, are given in Table 4. The results are given in percentages, and the mean scores of the controls are calculated. 

Table 4: Results from acceptability judgement task on preverbal vs. postverbal subjects in all-focus contexts as obtained from Jakov and ten controls. 







As described in Chapter 3, the comprehension task consisted of ten questions and answers where either the subject appeared preverbally or postverbally. The participants were expected to choose proportionally more answers with a postverbal subject.

The chi-square test performed on the results found a significance level of .000, which demonstrates a difference between Jakov’s choice of answers and the choices the controls made. In this experiment as in the previous one, while the control group mainly preferred the postverbal subjects, Jakov preferred the preverbal ones.  

The results proved to be in line with the hypothesis proposed in chapter 3. Significant differences were found in the domain of subject positioning in all-focus contexts between the bilingual speaker and the controls. We can conclude that the Interface Hypothesis is valid for this domain. Similar results were found in other studies by Argyri (2005), Tsimpli et al (2004) and Belletti et al (2004). 

Since half of the target sentences contained indefinite and the other half definite subjects, I looked at the figures of the preverbal and postverbal answers by Jakov and all controls in the production task, divided by type of subject. The results are given in table 5, and illustrated in figures 1 and 2.

Table 5: Results from elicited production task on preverbal and postverbal subjects divided by definiteness, as obtained from Jakov and ten control subjects. 
























It is evident from the table and the figures that Jakov’s production of preverbal subjects (30% & 40% vs. 9% & 4%) is significantly higher than the production by the controls in both definite and indefinite subject conditions. In the postverbal condition, there is not a consistent preference for the indefinite subjects as predicted. While Jakov’s choice for postverbal subjects is higher for the definite subjects (20%), the controls show a slight preference for the indefinite subjects in this position (46%). A statistical analysis on the percentages obtained for the definite and indefinite subjects in each subject position found no significant difference (Sig.= .065). There is no relation between the preferences for one or the other type of subject in the postverbal position: both were chosen equally. This finding does not correspond to the one by Belletti et al (2005) where there was an obvious preference for the indefinite subjects in a postverbal position by both groups of participants.  Nevertheless, the number of sentences tested containing a definite and indefinite subjects was somewhat small (five in each) for a definitive conclusion to be formed on this subject. 












Table 6: Results from the four anaphora conditions in Macedonian, both for Jakov and the ten controls
















(BO= Backward Overt, BN= Backward Null, FO= Forward Overt, FN= Forward Null)

As explained in Chapter 3, the participants were presented with a complex sentence containing two clauses, a main one and a subordinate one. The main clause contained two characters of the same sex, and the subordinate one a null or an overt subject. The participants were asked to decide which one of the characters – the subject, the complement, none or both – is an antecedent to the null or overt subject. Each anaphora condition had five sentences.  

The choices were presented as pictures. None of the participants opted for both referents at the same time or none of them.

Jakov’s results show very clear-cut answers. In both anaphors with an overt pronoun, Jakov chose the complement as an antecedent. In both anaphors with a null pronoun, he opted for the matrix subject in all sentences. The controls showed variation in their answers. 

T- tests were performed on the results from all four conditions. 

In the BO anaphora condition a significance value of .313 was found, which confirmed no significant difference between Jakov’s results and the ones of the ten controls. In the BN anaphora the significance value .189 also showed no significant difference between the groups. The significance value for the FO anaphora condition was .275, equally showing no significant difference between them. Similarly, the significance value for the FN anaphora condition was .589, and no significant difference was found in this condition either.





4.5 English anaphora  

The results from the two anaphora conditions tested in English, Backward Overt and Forward Overt, both for Jakov and the ten controls are given in Table 8. The results are given in percentages, and the mean scores of the controls are calculated. 

Table 7: Results from the two anaphora conditions in English, both for Jakov and the ten controls












 (BO= Backward Overt, FO= Forward Overt)

Jakov’s results for the BO anaphora condition show very clear-cut answers. Jakov chose the matrix subject as an antecedent in all five sentences. In the other condition, the FO anaphora, there is a slight inconsistency in his answers, although not large. Jakov opted for the matrix subject in four sentences and for the complement in only one sentence. The controls showed more variation in their answers on FO anaphora than in the BO condition. 

T-tests were performed on the results from the BO anaphora. Kolmogorof-Smirnov tests performed on the data from the FO anaphora revealed deviation from normality. For that reason Mann-Whitney tests were performed on the data.

In the BO anaphora condition significance value of .662 for the matrix subjects and .680 for both referents were found, which confirmed no difference between Jakov’s results and the ones of the ten controls. 

The significance values for the FO anaphora condition were: for the matrix subject a significance value of .199 was found, for the complement the significance was .743 and both referents together a significance value of .387 was revealed. I conclude no difference between the choices of the main participant, and the ones of the controls. 















This chapter discusses the results described in chapter 4 and attempts to present a general picture of the susceptibility of the examined structures to crosslinguistic influence from English onto Macedonian. First I discuss the results in general with regard to Hulk and Müller (2000, 2001) and Serratrice et al’s (2004) hypotheses on crosslinguistic influence and its directionality. I consider the extent to which the different structures examined were vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence. I review the different reasons behind the influences found in one structure, as well as the reasons behind the non-susceptibility to influence of the other two structures. I end this chapter with a brief note on future research.

5.2 The hypotheses and findings

The aim of this study was triple: First, to investigate whether crosslinguistic influence exists in the languages of the main participant, an adult bilingual speaker. Second, to check whether and how susceptible to crosslinguistic influence were the specific syntax-pragmatics interface structures examined in the study. And third, to discuss the reasons behind susceptibility or non-susceptibility found between the languages. 

With the purpose of investigating the locus and direction of crosslinguistic influence, the domain of grammatical subjects was probed through the realisation of three interface structures: a) the use of null/overt subjects in declarative sentences in Macedonian; b) the use of preverbal/postverbal overt subjects in Macedonian; and c) the interpretation of the overt and null subjects in backward and forward anaphora conditions, both in English and Macedonian. 

The hypothesis about finding crosslinguistic influence in Jakov’s Macedonian language for the first of the three tested structures was negative. Overuse of overt subjects in [-topic shift] contexts was not expected following findings from previous studies. However, Jakov was expected to accept overt subjects in these contexts at least to a certain degree. In the second interface structure, the use of preverbal and postverbal subjects, the assumption was that Jakov will prefer the preverbal subject order in both the production and comprehension tasks. As for the third structure examined, and considering the results from two previous studies on anaphora, Jakov was expected to have problems with the interpretation of overt subjects in both anaphora conditions in Macedonian. His English anaphora interpretation was tested in order to examine the other potential direction of crosslinguistic influence. Considering the fact that Jakov is not a typical simultaneous bilingual speaker from birth, and that the exposure to Macedonian in his life has been reasonably generous, the English anaphora was tested for a possible influence from Macedonian. 

The results, although not to the degree originally expected, support the prediction regarding the directionality of crosslinguistic influence. The influence found extended from the language with unambiguous input, English, to the one where the examined structure lent itself to two interpretations. In that sense, Jakov’s choice of preverbal subjects in all-focus contexts demonstrated crosslinguistic influence from English, since English allows preverbal subjects as the only option available, with disregard to the focus. The overlap of the preverbal option in both languages proved to be more salient and more favoured by Jakov. 

The other two interface structures tested proved not to be vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence. With regard to the first interface structure tested, the distribution of the null and overt pronominal subjects in [-topic shift] contexts, Jakov proved to be very sensitive to the discourse-appropriate distribution and chose the null subjects in all tested items. He equally produced all the target sentences with null subjects, and recognized all target sentences where the null subjects were the pragmatically correct option. No crosslinguistic influence was found in connection with this structure. 

As for the last two interface structures tested, the Macedonian and English anaphora, no crosslinguistic influence was found in either direction. The interpretation of the overt and null subjects in both backward and forward anaphoric conditions was demonstrated to be in line with the interpretation of the control subjects. The results were the same in relation to the English anaphora. 

5.3 Comments on findings and motives behind the influence





Many studies before have investigated the structure of null and overt subjects in the languages of bilinguals who speak a null and a non-null language (Paradis and Navarro, 2003; Serratrice et al, 2004; Pinto, 2006; Hacohen & Schaeffer, 2005; Argyri, 2005). Most of these studies, with an exception of the last one, have been carried out on young bilinguals, before or after the instantiation of the C-system, but still in the preschool years. All studies used longitudinal data, except for Argyri’s study, which involved experimental data collected from eight-year-old bilingual speakers of Greek and English. All studies, again except for Argyri’s study, found crosslinguistic influence in the domain of null vs. overt use of pronominal subjects. The obvious question here is: what are the factors that made this structure not vulnerable to crosslinguistic influence in the languages of Jakov and Argyri’s subjects? 

In her study, Argyri identifies the age of the bilingual subjects as one of the potential factors regarding non-vulnerability of null/overt subjects in the cases of older bilinguals. The subjects in that study were all school-age children, who, as she suggests, at some point in their development might have gone through a stage of producing overt subjects in pragmatically inappropriate circumstances. The subjects in the previous studies, who exhibited crosslinguistic influence in their languages regarding this structure, were children of a younger age. Even though some of them have crossed the C-domain threshold, those children might still be in a stage of having processing capacities that do not allow them to prevent the influence. As the main participant in this study, Jakov, is an adult, Argyri’s assumption supports the results obtained here.

However, age is not considered to be the sole factor responsible for the absence of crosslinguistic influence in certain interface structures. Argyri adds two more features of the input on null/overt subjects: salience of contexts and extent of availability. 

Regarding the salience factor, Argyri discusses the small number of types of contexts in which null and overt subjects are used in the null language. Namely, in Greek, as in Macedonian, it is only when introducing new information, emphasising participant or changing topic that the overt subjects are used. In all the other conditions they are considered unnecessary and dropped. The learners notice this fairly striking feature of the language, and although they show delays in becoming accustomed to it, as they mature, the overuse of overt subjects ceases to be problem. 

On the subject of the extent of availability of contexts where null and overt subjects are used, Argyri collected data from the speech of several parents of bilingual children with an intention to check the occurrence of these contexts. She compared the rate of contexts where the null and overt subjects were used to the rate where preverbal and postverbal subjects were used and found great difference between them. The null subjects were very frequently provided by the parents (~80%), in contrast to the postverbal subjects (~ 10%). Thus, this could be considered as another potential factor for finding no crosslinguistic influence in the distribution of overt subjects in the language of Jakov.  





Turning to the second question regarding the results from this study, the absence of crosslinguistic influence found in the third structure tested, I would like first to point out some methodological issues about the design of the experiments testing the Macedonian anaphora. 

In designing the third and fourth experiment for this study, the Macedonian and English anaphora, I used the methodology created and used by Sorace & Filiaci (2006) and afterwards in the study by Serratrice (2005). The participants were presented with a sentence containing backward or forward anaphora referring to a null (Macedonian) or overt subject (Macedonian and English). The slides on which they read the question contained two pictures where either one of the characters or both performed the two activities mentioned in the sentence. The participants were told to connect the sentence to one of the pictures, to neither or to both. The pictures were drawn for the purpose of the experiment. I decided to make a small change in the design of the experiment from that used in the two studies mentioned above. To avoid confusion and distraction of the participant when the ambiguity of the sentence was excessive, I dropped the third type of picture used in Sorace & Filiaci’s and Serratrice’s experiments. The third picture would have contained a third referent doing the activity. This picture was crucial for the backward overt anaphora condition (BO) in Italian, that is the monolingual controls chose the third referent as an antecedent in the BO condition.  

Since a third referent was not present, the participants’ answers in this condition were somewhat induced. In an informal conversation with the Macedonian controls after conducting the experiment, became apparent that the most ambiguous test items were the ones containing BO anaphora. Some of the controls suggested (without prompting) that if a third referent was present, it would be their choice of answer.

However, leaving aside any issues arising from difference mentioned above in the experimental design and comparing the results from this condition (Chapter 4, p.46, table 6) with the results from the English BO anaphora (Chapter 4, p.48, table 7), it is noticeable that crosslinguistic influence has not happened in Jakov’s interpretations. In the Macedonian BO anaphora, Jakov always opted for the complement as an antecedent to the overt subject; in the English BO anaphora, Jakov always opted for the subject. If a crosslinguistic influence was present, Jakov would choose the subjects as antecedents in the Macedonian BO anaphora. We can see no correlation between Jakov’s choices of referents in the Macedonian and English BO anaphors, and can conclude that no crosslinguistic influence was present. 
 
The rest of Jakov’s results were in line with the results obtained from the control subjects in all conditions. The overt pronouns in both conditions, backward and forward, were mainly associated with the complements, and the null pronouns with the subjects. 

No crosslinguistic effects were found in the English anaphora experiment either. The preferred referent in the BO condition was undoubtedly the subject, for both Jakov and the controls. However the results obtained from the forward overt condition (FO) require clarification. The data collected from the controls in this condition was not normally distributed and as such difficult for analysis. The reasons behind the distribution can only be speculated upon, but a bigger sample of controls might have resolved the doubts. Theoretically, the choice of referent for this condition in English is both the subject and the complement. All participants were undetermined in their choices, perhaps precisely because both referents were possible. The mean scores of 40% for the subject, 34% for the complement confirm the point. 

Nevertheless, statistical analysis disregarding the abnormality of the data proved no significant difference between Jakov and the controls, hence no crosslinguistic influence in the FO condition either. If influence was expected in this condition, Jakov’s preference for the referent, following his Macedonian choice, would have been the complement and not the subject as found. Again, this is another interface structure where crosslinguistic influence did not exist. 

Considering the findings of the other studies examining anaphors in the languages of near-native speakers (Sorace & Filiaci, 2006; Belletti et al, 2005) and bilingual eight-year-old children (Serratrice, 2005), inevitable questions arise as to why no crosslinguistic influence was found in this domain in Jakov’s interpretation of anaphora. 

There are two possible explanations for this phenomenon found in Jakov’s speech. One would relate to the fact that the anaphoric structures involve null and overt subjects and no crosslinguistic influence was found in the distribution of such subjects in [-topic shift] contexts. Since the anaphora resolution involves the knowledge of pragmatics surrounding the use of null and overt subjects, it should be of no surprise that Jakov’s results appeared to be in line with those of the controls. Serratrice (2005) mentioned the extra processing load involved as a cause for problems with the overt pronouns in anaphora resolution. The subjects of her study were 8-year-old bilinguals who might have had problems with the extra processing load involved due to their age. In this study, the main participant Jakov is 24 years of age. It is a plausible hypothesis that with age problems of this nature disappear. It would be of a great benefit to perform more studies on anaphora resolution on adult bilinguals in order to confirm this.    

Another explanation could be found in Meisel’s (2007) latest studies on children exposed to a second language at a very young age, between ages of three and four. Even though we consider Jakov to be a balanced bilingual, we must remember that his actual age of onset in acquiring English was between the ages of two and four. As mentioned in Chapter 3, prior to age two Jakov was exposed to Macedonian only. Between the ages of two to four English became the other language spoken in the environment and by family friends. From the age of four, at the time of entering nursery, English became the dominant language, spoken and heard outside the home. Meisel considers the border between bilingualism and child second language acquisition to be exactly between these ages. In his studies, he concentrated on examining the morpho-syntactic differences between these two groups of speakers. Regarding the children’s morphology, he concluded that the child L2 learners were different from L1 monolingual and bilingual learners, and in some aspects similar to adult L2 learners. However, in connection to our study and regarding the children’s syntax, Meisel detected no transfer of the syntactic knowledge from their L1 onto the L2 and no problems in acquiring this aspect of grammar. 

Therefore, considering the two potential explanations for Jakov’s use and interpretation of null and overt subjects, we can propose two scenarios about the absence of crosslinguistic influence in the domain of pronominal subjects:
a) The processing strategies used in the use of null vs. over subjects and their anaphoric interpretations are similar and they improve with age.




There was one domain investigated where crosslinguistic influence was actually found. The subject positioning in Macedonian in all-focus context showed no correlation between the languages of Jakov and the monolingual controls. Jakov showed preference for the preverbal subjects, while the controls chose mainly the postverbal subjects. Similar results were found in the studies by Argyri (2005) and Belletti et all (2005). Argyri’s 8-year-old bilingual subjects produced more preverbal subject in wide-focus contexts where the postverbal subjects were expected. Belletti et al’s near-native subjects were tested on both wide-focus and all-focus contexts and were found to overuse the preverbal subjects in both contexts. 

Regarding the motives behind the crosslinguistic influence found in this domain, Belletti et al explain the overuse of preverbal subjects as an effect of the near-native speakers’ L1: “the L1 discourse strategy remains active in these speakers’ grammars” (p. 33). Even though the speakers appear to have reset the null-subject parameter to the positive value, it is obviously not the only condition for licensing postverbal subjects.  Belletti et al’s standpoint is that such postverbal subjects that appear in all-focus contexts with unaccusatives are also constrained by discourse. These postverbal subjects “occupy the VP-peripheral discourse related Focus position” (p. 40). The bilingual speakers, as well as the near-natives from Belletti et al’s study, could potentially have a residual problem with the knowledge of the “definiteness effect” of the unaccusatives. 
 
On the other hand, beside the crosslinguistic influence in this domain being due to effects of the language with unambiguous input, Argyri (2005) explains it, as mentioned before, with the saliency of the structure and the extent of availability of the structure in the input the bilingual children receive. The factors for subject positioning are considered to be less salient since both options, the preverbal and postverbal, are allowed in “various discourse as well as purely syntactic conditions” (Argyri, 2005, p.151). In comparison to the subject positioning, the pronominal subjects and the factors surrounding the use of null and overt pronouns are considered more salient, since the conditions for their use are much more straightforward. At the same time, the contexts in which the preverbal subjects are disallowed are found to be less frequent in the input than those where the use of overt subjects is not allowed.  

The two explanations by Belletti et al and Argyri taken together could provide a sound conclusion about the reasons for crosslinguistic influence in the subject positioning domain. However, what must be noted is that the near-natives from Belletti’s study and Argyri’s bilingual subjects, as well as the main participant in this study, Jakov, show a certain command of the discourse-pragmatics rules governing the production of the postverbal subjects. Jakov, for instance, produced 3 sentences in the production task and accepted 4 in the comprehension task with postverbal subjects, which shows that Jakov is aware of the postverbal subjects and has syntactic knowledge regarding the possibility of the construction. 









The findings from the present study support previous research on crosslinguistic influence in bilinguals on a number of issues, and at the same time reveal more information on this subject. To mention but a few: a) the directionality of influence always happens from the language with an unambiguous input to the one with ambiguous input; b) the pragmatics factor is essential for crosslinguistic influence to happen; c) however, even though the structures examined satisfied the two conditions for crosslinguistic influence, two of them showed no effect and were perfectly realised in both languages; d) altered input and age acquisition might play a role; e) frequency of contexts in the input and their salience might equally play roles; f) the syntax-pragmatics interface might be more complex than previously considered and more factors might play roles in the crosslinguistic influence found. 

However, the study also had some elements that could be improved upon in future research. Recruiting more participants could give a more general picture of bilinguals. Changing some of the experimental design, for example the design used in testing the anaphora, could give more precise results. Testing more verb types in the subject positioning tasks could give more information on this construction.
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A. Elicited production task- test items: (for each question item, a sample answer is given containing a null subject)

1. Q: Zošto kučeto  drži         greblo? 
         Why  dog-the hold3p      rake?
         “Why is the dog holding a rake?”

    A: Bidejќi  ___  ja      čisti         gradinata.
         Because ___ itclit    clean3p    garden-the.
         “Because (he) is cleaning the garden.”

2. Q: Zošto plače    maloto    zajače?
         Why  cry3p     little-the  bunny?
         “Why is the little bunny crying?”

    A: Bidejќi ___   e umorno.
         Because ___ is tired.
         “Because (it) is tired.”	

3. Q: Zošto želkata    odi        so    bastun?  
         Why  turtle-the walk3p with  walking stick?
          “Why is the turtle walking with a walking stick?”

    A: Bidejќi ___   e stara.
         Because ___ is old.
         “Because (she) is old.”		

4. Q: Zošto gluvcite  trčaat  kon        tortata?
         Why  mice-the run3p   towards cake-the.
         “Why are the mice running towards the cake?”

    A: Bidejќi ___   sakaat   da ja     ukradat. 
         Because ___ want3p to itclit steal3p
         “ Because (they) want to steal it.”

5. Q: Zošto maloto   prase  im          izbega na roditelite?
         Why  little-the piglet themclit ran3p  to parents-the?
         “Why did the little piglet run away from his parents?”

   
    A: Bidejќi ___   gi           sledeše     pajčinjata.
         Because ___ themclit   follow3p   ducklings-the. 
         “Because (it) was following the ducklings.”

6. Q: Zošto kameleonot      ima    crven zadnik?
         Why  chameleon-the has3p    red     behind?
         “Why does the chameleon have a red behind?

    A: Bidejќi ___   sedna na svežo  oboena  klupa.
         Because ___ sat3p on  freshly  painted bench. 
         “ Because (he) sat on a freshly painted bench.”


7. Q: Zošto vidrata       padna vo dupkata?
         Why  weasel-the fell3p in  ditch-the.
         “Why did the weasel fall in the ditch?”  

   A: Bidejќi ___  se    sopna       na kamenot.
        Because ___  refl. tripped3p on stone.
        “Because (he) tripped on the stone.”


8. Q: Zošto praseto    padna vo bezdnata?
         Why  piglet-the fell3p  in abyss-the.
         “Why did the piglet fall in the abyss?”

   A: Bidejќi ___  izgubi   ramnoteža.
        Because ___ lost3p   balance.
        “Because (it) lost balance.”

 9. Q: Zošto kameleonot     nabra           cveќe?
          Why  chameleon-the collected3p  flowers?
          “Why did the chameleon collect flowers?”

    A: Bidejќi ​​​___   sakaše      da ja          imresionira devojka   mu. 
         Because ___ wanted3p   to  herclit    impress3p   girlfriend himclit
         “Because (he) wanted to impress his girlfriend.”

10. Q: Zošto mačkata ima     zavoj      na nosot?
          Why   cat-the    has3p bandage   on nose-the?
          “Why does the cat have a bandage on its nose?”

      A: Bidejќi ___  se   sopna   na grebloto.
           Because ___ refl.tripped on rake-the.
           “Beacuse (she) tripped on the rake.”
B: Acceptability judgement tasks- test items: (for each question, both answers are given, with null or overt subject)

1. Q: Zošto padna devojčeto?
         Why  fell      girl-the?
         “Why did the girl fall?”

    A: a) Bidejќi ___    se  sopna           na kamenot.	
              Because ___ refl. tripped3p     on stone-the.

         b) Bidejќi    taa se   sopna           na kamenot.
              Because she refl. tripped3p     on stone-the. 
              “Because (she) tripped on the stone.”

2. Q: Zošto devojčeto napravi  krila?
         Why  girl-the     made3p wings?
         “Why did the girl make wings?”

    A: a) Bidejќi ___   sakaše      da leta.
             Because ___ wanted3p   to  fly. 

         b) Bidejќi  taa  sakaše      da  leta.
             Because she wanted3p   to  fly.
             “Because (she) wanted to fly.”

3. Q: Zošto poštarot        tropna        na vratata?
         Why  postman-the knocked3p  on door-the?
         “Why did the postman knock on the door?”

    A: a) Bidejќi ___  donese       paket  za   devojčeto.
             Because ___ brought3p  parcel for girl-the.

         b) Bidejќi  toj donese       paket  za devojčeto.
             Because he brought3p   parcel for girl-the.
             “Because (he) brought a parcel for the girl.”

4. Q: Zošto devojčeto naednaš  dobi magična moќ    da leta?
         Why  girl-the     suddenly got  magic      power to fly?
         “Why did the girl suddenly get a magic power to fly?”

    A: a) Bidejќi ___   izede magično čokoladno jajce.
             Because ___ ate3p magic     chocolate  egg.

         b) Bidejќi   taa izede  magično čokoladno jajce.
             Because she ate3p magic      chocolate  egg.
             “Because (she) ate a magic chocolate egg.”

5. Q: Zošto majkata     ja      ispušti        tavata    so     prženi jajca?
         Why  mother-the itclit  dropped3p   pan-the  with fried    eggs?
         “Why did the mother drop the pan with fried eggs?”

    A: a) Bidejќi ___  se    iznenadi.
             Because ___ refl. surprised3p.

         b) Bidejќi  taa  se   iznenadi.
             Because she refl. surprised3p.
             “Because (she) got surprised.”

6. Q:  Zošto ludiot       naučnik zede     mreža za faќanje   peperutki?
       Why   crazy-the scientist took3p   net     for catching butterflies?
          “Why did the crazy scientist get a net for catching butterflies?”

    A: a) Bidejќi ___  sakaše       da go    ulovi  devojčeto so    nea.
             Because ___ wanted3p   to  itclit catch girl-the     with  it.

         b) Bidejќi  toj sakaše      da go    ulovi devojčeto so     nea.
             Because he wanted3p   to itclit catch girl-the      with it.
             “Because (he) wanted to catch the girl with it.”

7. Q: Zošto decata          istrčaa nadvor od učilišteto?
         Why  children-the ran3p   outside of school-the?
         “Why did the children run out of the school?”

    A: a) Bidejќi ___   sakaa       da go    vidat devojčeto koe možeše da leta. 
             Because ___ wanted3p to itclit see    girl-the    who could    to fly.

         b) Bidejќi  tie    sakaa        da go    vidat devojčeto koe  možeše da leta. 
             Because they wanted3p to itclit see    girl-the     who could     to fly.
             “Because (they) wanted to see the girl who could fly.”

8. Q: Zošto ludiot      naučnik se   vrati   doma?
          Why crazy-the scientist refl. came home?
          “Why did the crazy scientist come back home?”

   A: a) Bidejќi ___  dobi    nova ideja kako da go    fati    devojčeto.
             Because ___ got3p new  idea  how   to itclit catch girl-the.
   
         b) Bidejќi  toj dobi   nova ideja kako da go    fati    devojčeto.
             Because he got3p new  idea  how  to itclit catch girl-the.




9. Q:  Zošto devojčeto skokaše od odžak na odžak?
          Why girl-the jumped3p from chimney to chimney?
          “Why did the girl jump from chimney to chimney?”

   A: a) Bidejќi ___ sakaše da mu izbega na naučnikot.
            Because ___ wanted3p to himclit ran to scientist-the.
   
       b) Bidejќi taa sakaše da mu izbega na naučnikot.
           Because she wanted3p to himclit ran to scientist-the.
           “Because (she) wanted to run away from the scientist.”

10. Q: Zošto devojčeto go dupna cepelinot?
          Why girl-the itclit pierce zeppelin-the?
          “Why did the girl pierce the zeppelin?”

     A: a) Bidejќi ___ beše nevnimatelna so antenata.
              Because ___ was3p careless with antenna-the.

         b) Bidejќi taa beše nevnimatelna so antenata.
              Because she was3p careless with antenna-the.























Preverbal vs. postverbal subjects


A. Elicited production task- test items: (Each question item is given with the subject in postverbal condition, as expected. The subjects are in bold.) 

a) Definite subjects 

1. Slušna li   deka od     denes štrajkuvaat bolnicite?
    Heardclit    that   from today strikev hospitals-the?
    “Have you heard that from today the hospitals are on strike?”

2. Slušna li  deka vo ponedelnikot izgorela parlamentarnata zgrada?
    Heardclit   that  in Monday         burnt     parliament-the    building?
    “Have you heard that on Monday the parliament building burnt down?”

3. Slušna li   deka denes se   udavila    ženata na popot?
     Heardclit   that   today refl. drowned wife     of priest-the?
     “Have you heard that today the priest’s wife drowned?”

4. Slušna li   deka včera        se   oženil    premierot?
    Heardclit    that   yesterday refl. married prime minister-the?
    “Have you heard that yesterday the Prime Minister got married?”

5. Slušna li   deka denes pristignale prvite    turisti?
    Heardclit    that   today arrived      first-the tourists?





1. Slušna li   deka snošti       se   srušila     edna zgrada?
    Heardclit    that   last night refl. collapsed one   building?
    “Have you heard that last night a building collapsed?”

2. Slušna li   deka včera eksplodirala bomba?
    Heardclit    that   yesterday exploded bomb?
    “Have you heard that yesterday a bomb exploded?”

3. Slušna li   deka vo petokot se  poplavilo edno učilište?
    Heardclit     that   on Friday refl. flooded    one   school?
    “Have you heard that on Friday a school got flooded?”

4. Slušna li   deka minatiot mesec bile   otkrieni     novi fosili  od dinosaurusi?
    Heardclit    that   last        month were discovered new fossils of dinosaurs?  
    “Have you heard that last month new fossils of dinosaurs were discovered?”

5. Slušna li   deka včera        bila iskopana zlatna  maska?
    Heardclit    that   yesterday was dug         golden mask?
    “Have you heard that yesterday a golden mask was dug out?”







1. a) Slušna li   deka včera        se   oženil    premierot?
        Heardclit    that   yesterday refl. married prime minister-the?

    b) Slušna li   deka včera        premierot               se   oženil?
        Heardclit    that   yesterday prime minister-the refl. married?

    “Have you heard that yesterday the Prime Minister got married?”

2. a) Slušna li   deka denes se   udavila    ženata na popot?
        Heardclit    that   today refl. drowned wife     of priest-the?

    b) Slušna li   deka denes ženata na popot      se   udavila?
        Heardclit    that   today  wife   of priest-the refl. drowned?

     “Have you heard that today the priest’s wife drowned?”

3. a) Slušna li   deka denes zaminale poslednite    turisti?
        Heardclit    that   today left      last-the             tourists?

    b) Slušna li   deka denes poslednite    turisti   zaminale?
        Heardclit    that   today last-the         tourists left?

    “Have you heard that today the last tourists left?”

4. a) Slušna li  deka vo ponedelnikot izgorela parlamentarnata zgrada?
        Heardclit   that  in Monday         burnt     parliament-the    building?

     b) Slušna li  deka vo ponedelnikot parlamentarnata zgrada    izgorela?
         Heardclit   that  in Monday         parliament-the    building burnt?
    
    “Have you heard that on Monday the parliament building burnt down?”

5. a) Slušna li   deka od     denes štrajkuvaat bolnicite?
        Heardclit    that   from today strikev hospitals-the?

    b) Slušna li   deka od     denes bolnicite       štrajkuvaat?
        Heardclit    that   from today hospitals-the strikev?






1. a) Slušna li   deka včera        eksplodirala bomba?
        Heardclit     that   yesterday exploded      bomb?

    b) Slušna li   deka včera        bomba eksplodirala?
        Heardclit    that   yesterday bomb   exploded?

    “Have you heard that yesterday a bomb exploded?”

2. a) Slušna li   deka snošti       se   srušila     edna zgrada?
        Heardclit    that   last night refl. collapsed one   building?

    b) Slušna li   deka snošti      edna zgrada   se   srušila?
        Heardclit    that   last night one   building refl. collapsed?

    “Have you heard that last night a building collapsed?”

3. a) Slušna li   deka minatiot mesec bile   otkrieni     novi fosili  od dinosaurusi?
        Heardclit    that   last        month were discovered new fossils of dinosaurs?  

    b) Slušna li   deka minatiot mesec novi fosili  od dinosaurusi bile   otkrieni?
        Heardclit    that   last        month new fossils of dinosaurs      were discovered?  

    “Have you heard that last month new fossils of dinosaurs were discovered?

4. a) Slušna li   deka včera        bila iskopana zlatna  maska?
        Heardclit    that   yesterday was dug         golden mask?

    b) Slušna li   deka včera        zlatna  maska bila iskopana?
        Heardclit    that   yesterday golden mask   was dug?

    “Have you heard that yesterday a golden mask was dug out?”

5. a) Slušna li   deka vo petokot se  poplavilo edno učilište?
        Heardclit    that   on Friday refl. flooded    one   school?

   b) Slušna li   deka vo petokot edno učilište se  poplavilo?
        Heardclit    that   on Friday one   school refl. flooded?    

    “Have you heard that on Friday a school got flooded?”


C. Fillers for both tasks: (Each question started with “Have you heard that + an adverbial temporal phrase and contained an existential clause. Among the scattered elements there was one more adverbial phrase)

1. Slušna li   deka včera vo Makedonija      imalo mnogu silni    požari?
    Heardclit    that   yesterday in Macedonia had    very     strong fires?

   “Have you heard that yesterday in Macedonia there were many strong fires?” 

2.  Slušna li   deka vo sabotata nemalo šeќer po prodavnicite?
     Heardclit    that   in Saturday hadn’t sugar in shops-the?

  “Have you heard that on Saturday there wasn’t any sugar in the shops?”

3. Slušna li   deka vo petokot vo Istanbul imalo mnogu silen   zemjotres?
    Heardclit    that   in Friday in Istanbum  had    very     strong earthquake?
   
   “Have you heard that on Friday in Istanbul there was a very strong earthquake?”

4. Slušna li   deka včera vo pola Bitola nemalo voda?
    Heardclit    that   yesterday in half Bitola hadn’t water?
  
   “Have you heard that yesterday in half of Bitola there wasn’t any water?”

5. Slušna li   deka vo sredata nemalo leb po prodavnicite?
    Heardclit    that   in Wednesday hadn’t bread in shops-the?
  
   “Have you heard that on Wednesday there wasn’t any bread in the shops?”

6. Slušna li   deka denes imalo poplavi vo cela Severna Evropa?
    Heardclit     that   today had floods in whole Northern Europe?
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Macedonian: Додека возеше, Ана ѝ раскажуваше на Бојана како си поминала 
	во Охрид.

Dodeka vozeše, Ana i raskažuvaše na Bojana kako si pominala vo Ohrid.

“While driving, Ana was telling Bojana about the time she had in Ohrid.”



















A: Backward Overt Anaphora

1. Dodeka taa zboruvaše na telefon so dečko i, Ana i mavna na Bojana. 
    “While she was talking to her boyfriend on the phone, Ana waved at Bojana.” 

2. Dodeka toj stoeše na vratata, Vlatko go udri Goran.
    “While he was standing in the doorway, Vlatko hit Goran.”

3. Dodeka taa zboruvaše na telefon, Ana i praveše kafe na Bojana.
    “While she was speaking on the phone, Ana was making Bojana a coffee.” 

4. Dodeka toj noseše kapa, Vlatko se rakuvaše so Goran.
    “While he was wearing a hat, Vlatko shook hands with Goran.”

5. Dodeka taa mieše sadovi, Ana i raskažuvaše na Bojana kako si pominala na zabavata. 
    “While she was doing the dishes, Ana was telling Bojana about the great time she had   
      at the party.”

B: Backward Null Anaphora

1. Dodeka ___ sedeše na foteljata, Ana i čitaše na Bojana. 
    “While ___ sitting in the armchair, Ana was reading to Bojana.”

2. Dodeka ___ vozeše, Ana i raskažuvaše na Bojana kako si pominala vo Ohrid.
    “While ___ driving, Ana was telling Bojana about the great time she had in Ohrid.” 

3. Dodeka ____ ja koseše trevata, Vlatko go pozdravi Goran.”
    “While ___ cutting the grass, Vlatko greeted Goran.”

4. Dodeka ___ pieše kafe pred kafuleto, Vlatko go pozdravi Goran.
    “While ___ drinking coffee in front of the café, Vlatko greeted Goran.”

5. Dodeka ___ zaminuvaše za Resen, Ana i peeše na Bojana “Zajdi, zajdi”.
   “While ___ leaving for Resen, Ana was singing “Zajdi, zajdi” to Bojana. 

C: Forward Overt Anaphora

1. Vlatko se rakuvaše so Goran dodeka toj noseše kapa. 
    “Vlatko was shaking hands with Goran while he was wearing a hat.”

2. Ana i peeše na Bojana “Bojano, devojke” dodeka taa zaminuvaše.
   “Ana was singing “Bojano, devojke” to Bojana, while she was leaving.

3. Vlatko mu vikaše na Goran dodeka toj stoeše na vrata.
    “Vlatko was yelling at Goran while he was standing at the doorway.” 
 
4. Vlatko go pozdravi Goran dodeka toj pušeše vo gradinata.
   “Vlatko greeted Goran while he was smoking in the garden.”

5. Vlatko mu raskažuvaše na bakalot Goran za pitata so sirenje što ja napravila žena mu, 
     dodeka toj ja polneše torbata so ovošje.
    “Vlatko was telling the grocer Goran about the cheese pie his wife made, while he was
      filling the bag with fruit.”

D: Forward Null Anaphora 

1. Vlatko mu se smeeše na Goran dodeka ___ go sečeše drvoto.
    “Vlatko was laughing at Goran while ___ was cutting the tree.”

2. Ana i raskažuvaše na Bojana kako i pominal denot na rabota dodeka ___ mieše 
    sadovi.
    “Ana was telling Bojana about her day at work while ___ was doing the dishes.”

3. Ana ja pozdravi Bojama dodeka ___ mieše prozori.
   “Ana greeted Bojana while ___ was washing the windows.”

4. Ana i mavtaše na Bojana dodeka ___ ja preminuvaše ulicata.
   “Ana was waving at Bojana while ___ was crossing the street.”

5. Ana I raskažuvaše na Bojana za večerata so društvoto dodeka ___ kupuvaše
     cveќinja. 
   “Ana was telling Bojana about the dinner with her friends while ___ was buying 




1. Dodeka zboruvaše na telefon, taa I mavtaše na Bojana.
    “While speaking on the phone, she waved at Bojana.”

2. Dodeka pušeše vo gradinata, pomina Vlatko I go pozdravi.
   “While smoking in the garden, Vlatko went by and greeted him.”

3. Dodeka ja poneše torbata so ovošje, toj mu raskažuvaše na bakalot Goran kako  
    limonovoto drvo što go zasadil vo gradinata mu rodilo 10 kila limoni.
   “While filling the bag with fruit, he was telling the grocer Goran that the lemon tree he 
    planted in the garden gave 10 kg of lemons.”

4. Dodeka stoeše na vratata, toj mu vikaše na sosedot Goran bidejќi slušal glasna muzika 
    prethodnata večer do 2 satot posle polnoќ.
   “While standing in the doorway, he was yelling at the neighbour Goran for the 
      loud music he listened to the previous night until 2 am.”

5. Dodeka ja preminuvaše ulicata, taa I maftaše na Bojana.
    “While crossing the street, she was waving at Bojana.”

6. Dodeka kupuvaše cveќinja, taa I raskažuvaše na Bojana recept za pravenje baklava so
    orevi i čokolado.
    “While buying flowers, she was telling Bojana a recipe for baklava with walnuts and 
      chocolate.

7. Dodeka toa utro pieše kafe vo kafuleto na plažata, toj go pozdravi Goran i go vikna da 
    mu se pridruži.
   “While drinking coffee that morning in the café on the beach, he greeted Goran and 
      invited him to join him.“
 
8. Dodeka go sečeše drvoto, toj mu se smeeše na Goran.
    “While cutting the tree, he was laughing at Goran.”

9. Dodeka kupuvaše bileti za teatar, mu se zablagodari na Goran i zamina.
    “While buying tickets for the theatre, he thanked Goran and left.”

10. Dodeka vozeše, taa i raskažuvaše na Bojana za avanturite što gi doživeala so novoto
      momče prethodniot den.             
    “While driving, she was telling Bojana about the adventures she had the previous day 
       with her new boyfriend.”

11. Dodeka mieše prozori, taa ja pozdravi Bojana.
      “While cleaning the windows, she greeted Bojana.”

12. Dodeka zboruvaše na telefon, taa i praveše kafe na Bojana.
      “While speaking on the phone, she was making coffee for Bojana.”

13. Dodeka taa sedeše na foteljata, i čitaše kniga na Bojana.
     “While she was sitting in the armchair, she was reading a book to Bojana.”

14. Dodeka zboruvaše na telefon, taa se kačuvaše so liftot.
      “While speaking on the phone, she was taking the lift.”

15. Dodeka stoeše na vratata, toj go udri Goran so boks.








A: Backward Overt Anaphora

1. When she was cleaning the windows, Alexandra said hello to Bella. 

2. When he was wearing a hat, Vincent greeted Graham.  

3. While he was standing at the door, Vincent hit Graham. 

4. When he was smoking in the garden, Vincent greeted Graham.

5. While he was mowing the lawn, Vincent waved at Graham.


B: Forward Overt Anaphora

1. Alexandra was reading to Bella while she was sitting in the armchair. 

2. Vincent said hello to Graham while he was drinking his coffee in the cafe. 

3. Alexandra was speaking on the phone to Bella while she was taking the lift to the 13th 
    floor.

4. Alexandra was singing a Macedonian song to Bella when she was leaving. 






1. Alexandra was telling Bella about her trip to Ohrid while driving.

2. While standing at the door, Vincent was shouting at Graham

3. Alexandra was telling Bella about the party on Saturday night while doing the dishes.

4. Alexandra waved at Bella while speaking on the phone. 

5. Vincent was telling the grocer Graham about the amazing cooking skills his wife had while filling in the bag with fruit.

6. When buying the tickets, Vincent thanked Graham.

7. Alexandra was making coffee for Bella while talking on the phone. 

8. While crossing the street, Alexandra waved at Bella.





























^1	  Macedonian, as well as other Slavic languages, is a null-subject language of the same type as Italian, Greek or Spanish. As explained further in the text, these languages posses rich verbal morphology which acts as a recovery tool for the dropped subjects. The existence of the second type of null subject language, such as Chinese, Japanese and Korean, is irrelevant to this study and will not be elaborated here. 
^2	  Many thanks to Prof. Ljudmil Spasov from St. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje for his advice on this subject.
^3	  Here I will not consider the cleft constructions and other marked structures found in English, where the focus is encoded by moving the object to the beginning of the sentence. Such constructions are not canonical, but rare, and English mainly relies on phonological means to denote focus.  
^4	  The term ‘endophora’, according to the Oxford Dictionary edition, is defined as: “a mode of reference in which a substitutional element or pro-form is dependent for interpretation on information in the surrounding text”. However, linguists today widely use the term ‘anaphora’ instead, to refer to both forward and backward endophors, i.e. anaphora and cataphora.  
^5	  All results in the experiments on null/overt and preverbal/postverbal subjects were analyses using chi-square tests. Beforehand analyses on the controls’ results revealed no presence of outliers.
